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Abstract—For problems of image or video segmentation, where
clusters have a complex structure, a leading method is spectral
clustering. It works by encoding the similarity between pairs of
points into an affinity matrix and applying k-means in its loworder eigenspace, where the clustering structure is enhanced.
When the number of points is large, an approximation is
necessary to limit the runtime even if the affinity matrix is sparse.
This is commonly done with the Nyström formula, where one
solves an eigenproblem using affinities between a subset of the
data points (landmarks) and then estimates the eigenvectors over
the entire data by interpolation. In practice, this can still require
many landmarks to achieve reasonably accurate solutions, and
applies only for explicitly defined affinity kernels. In this paper
we propose two ideas: the Locally Linear Landmarks technique,
where one solves a reduced spectral problem over landmarks
that involves the entire, original affinity matrix; and a fast,
good initialization for k-means. We show both approximation
error and runtime are considerably reduced, even though fewer
landmarks are used. We apply it to spectral clustering and to
several variants of it that involve complex affinities: constrained
clustering, affinity aggregation, neighborhood graphs based on
tree ensembles, and video segmentation.

Spectral clustering (SC; [28], [36]) is a popular method that
has been used for many problems in machine learning and
computer vision, such as image or motion segmentation [28],
[12], [25]. It uses graph structure that can discover complex
clusters in data better than model-based algorithms such as
Gaussian mixture. The use of pairwise affinities allows for
construction of different similarity measures, ranging from
simple Gaussian affinities based on the pixel location and
color and/or texture, to using edge and contour information
or approaches involving information at multiple scales and
semisupervised learning [28], [18], [22], [16]. The clustering
structure in the original space is amplified in the projections
of the data on the eigenspace of the graph, so that a simple
clustering algorithm (e.g. k-means) can help locating the
clusters efficiently.
One disadvantage of SC is its computational cost. With large
number of points N , computing and storing a full N × N
affinity matrix is impractical. Using a sparse matrix reduces
the complexity, but the runtime can still be high for large
N , because of the need to solve a sparse large eigenproblem.
In addition, for high-dimensional input data, achieving good
clustering solutions requires the use of a neighborhood graph
because of the concentration of measure. In this case, one
seeks an approximate solution. The most common way to
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do this is based on subsampling. Here, one selects a small
subset of points (landmarks) from the input, solves the eigenproblem for them, and approximates the full eigenproblem
with an out-of-sample mapping, most commonly the Nyström
formula [37], [3]. By using sufficiently many landmarks, the
approximation error can be reduced to an acceptable level
while keeping the runtime lower than that of the full problem.
One problem with the subsampling approach is that the
solution for the landmarks is obtained using only the affinities
between the landmarks themselves, while the rest of the points
are used only in the out-of-sample formula. Hence, for few
landmarks the eigenproblem solution will have a large error,
and so will the extension to all the points. One can use more
landmarks, but at the cost of larger runtime. This is also
problematic if a user wants to use a small bandwidth in the
affinity kernel, because in order for two landmarks to interact
they have to be within reach of each other. Additionally, the
Nyström method requires a continuous kernel function that
generates the affinity matrix, which is not always available.
Many of the popular variants of SC, such as proximity
graphs [7], constrained spectral clustering (CSC; [20]) and
affinity aggregation for spectral clustering (AASC; [15]) are
using custom affinity matrices that are not generated from a
continuous kernel.
A different way to avoid this problem while still using a
small number of landmarks is to use the connection between
pairs of points, not just between the landmarks. This was
proposed by Vladymyrov and Carreira-Perpiñán [35] in the
context of manifold learning. Their locally linear landmarks
(LLL) method solves a reduced spectral problem for landmarks, where the “reduced affinities” involve the entire original affinity matrix, rather than just the affinities between the
landmarks. This is useful for problems with big and sparse
affinity matrices, for which subsampling methods would need
a lot of landmarks to get the structure right.
In this paper we analyze the application of LLL algorithm
for different variations of spectral clustering. We show that
the algorithm is particularly beneficial for problems of image
and motion segmentation, with speed and accuracy benefits
that sometime larger than LLL has for manifold learning,
which is the original application of the algorithm. We also
show that LLL can be used for effective approximation of
custom non-Gaussian affinity matrices. Such affinities arise in
order to improve the quality of the Gaussian affinities [7], add

additional must- and cannot-link constraints [20] or aggregate
different features into one unified affinity [15]. For each of
those affinities we derive a custom fast and accurate algorithm
that benefits from the structure of the approximation used by
LLL. For these custom-based affinities, it is difficult to apply
Nyström and other approximations. Based on our knowledge,
we are the first one to propose to scale up affinity aggregation
and constrained SC algorithms.
We analyze the assumptions of LLL for the context of SC.
Different from Vladymyrov and Carreira-Perpiñán [35] who
concentrated on the manifold learning, the structure of the data
in clustering is very different. While in manifold learning it is
ok for the clustering information to be smoothed out in order
to reveal the manifold structure, in clustering it is important
to emphasize the discontinues between points from different
clusters. In section IV and the experiments we validate the
assumptions imposed in LLL for SC.
Finally, we also provide a simple but very effective way
to accelerate the k-means step by using a good initialization
based on the landmarks’ solution. Our approach is robust,
parameter-free and fast, essentially reducing the cost of the
algorithm to a single k-means iteration over the full dataset.
In the experiments we show that our approach gives faster
yet accurate solution with respect to the both exact SC and its
variations and compares favorably to the Nyström extension.
It is able to efficiently solve a motion segmentation problem
using spatio-temporal affinities with N = 787 200 variables.
It took the algorithm under 10 minutes to get meaningful
solution, while for Nyström we were not able to get good
results at all.
I. T HE S PECTRAL C LUSTERING P ROBLEM
There exist several formulations of SC, depending on what
kind of affinities are used, type of normalization applied to the
graph Laplacian, etc [36]. Here we use the most common one,
which approximates the normalized cut criterion [28]. Given
a (sparse) affinity matrix W ∈ RN ×N defined on data points
Y = (y1 , . . . , yn ) of D × N :
1) Find K dimensional spectral embedding:

minX tr XLXT , s.t. XDXT = I, XD1 = 0,
(1)
where L = D − W is a P
graph Laplacian defined for a
N
degree matrix D = diag ( m=1 wnm ) and X ∈ RK×N
is a data projection.
2) Obtain the final clustering by running
P k-means on the
normalized projections X̂ij = Xij /( j X2ij )1/2 .
The solution to the spectral embedding problem (1) is
1
given by X = UTK D− 2 , where UK = (u1 , . . . , uK ) are
2, . . . , K + 1 trailing eigenvectors of the N × N matrix
1
1
C = D− 2 LD− 2 . This eigendecomposition is a bottleneck
and scales as O(N 3 ). In case of sparse affinities and small
number of clusters K, one can possibly use iterative methods,
such as power method or Krylov subspace methods [13],
however the complexity still can be expensive.
Our goal is to approximate the solution of this spectral
problem, and thus to achieve a fast approximation to final

clustering result. As we will show, we can also speed up step
2 with no error.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The most widespread approach to approximate the solution
of a spectral problem, in particular spectral clustering, is to
solve the problem for a subset of points (landmarks) and
then to estimate the solution for the remaining points. For
example, the Nyström formula [37], [3] has been widely
applied to approximate the solution of SC [4], [12]. The
formula nonlinearly interpolates the landmarks using the kernel that was used to construct the affinities. The projection
x of a new
PLpoint y can be found using the interpolation
xk = λ1k n=1 Xnk K(y, Yi ), where an out-of-sample ker√
e
nel K is defined as K(a, b) = K(a,
b)/ Da Db , with
e
K(a,
b)
kernel (e.g. Gaussian) and
PLas ae data-dependent P
L
e n , b).
Da = n=1 K(a,
yn ), Db = n=1 K(y
Nyström
formula
gives
fast
results,
with
cost
being
proportional
to
O(KL2 )
to
compute
the
embedding
of
landmarks
and
O(N LK) to compute the projection of N out-of-sample
points. However, the quality of the method is not the best,
since landmarks’ projection only uses a small subsample of
the affinity matrix, basically ignoring the rest of the available
information. In addition, the algorithm relies on the existence
of the data-dependent kernel K(a, b) which is not always
available.
K-means-based approximate spectral clustering (KASP;
[38]) replaces the original data with a subsample, while
maintaining the mapping between the original data and the
subsample points. Then, the SC is run on the subsample and
the final clustering assignment to the original points comes
from the cluster assignment of the corresponding subsample
point. For the subsampling algorithm Yan et al [38] chose kmeans and Random Projection trees. Similar to Nyström, the
subsample matrix does not use the structure of the original
data.
Laplacian eigenmaps latent variable model (LELVM; [6])
approximates SC based on the idea of adding new point to
the subset embedding and solving the spectral problem for that
new point. The final formula takes the form of a NadarayaWatson estimator jointly constructed on the feature vectors and
embedding projections.
Landmark Spectral Clustering (LSC; [8]) uses the AnchorGraphs [19], where a smaller affinity matrix is built between
landmarks and points that approximate a full N × N affinity.
This approach, however, does not solve the problem (1), in the
sense that it does not approximate a given spectral problem
and thus the clustering defined by it.
Multi-grid spectral clustering methods [9], [17] approximate
the eigendecomposition specifically for the problem of image
segmentation. The eigenspectrum of the Laplacian is defined
using a random chain matrix expressed as Markov chain
propagation model with a certain probability distribution,
which can be fine scaled using a kernel matrix. Multi-scale
approximation [10] was also proposed in the context of image

III. ACCELERATING THE S PECTRAL C LUSTERING U SING
L OCALLY L INEAR L ANDMARKS
e and B
e
LLL approximates (1) by constructing matrices A
defined for a set of landmarks, but using the structure of
e = (e
eL )
the whole data. For L ≪ N landmarks Y
y1 , . . . y
from Y, LLL approximates each point as a linear combination
e
of KZ nearest landmarks Y ≈ YZ,
where a reconstruction
L×N
matrix Z ∈ R
is a column matrix of the nearest KZ
landmarks of each point (KZ nonzero entries per column).
Thus, this approximation preserves the locality of the data
and the matrix Z corresponds to the proximity of the data
points to the nearby landmarks. We can solve for Z using
e 2 , s.t. 1T Z = 1T , where the constraint
minZ kY − YZk
comes from the translational invariance of Z. The solution to
this optimization problem is found
PL for each point separately by
ei )(yn − y
ej )znk =
first solving the linear system k=1 (yn − y
1 and then rescaling the weights so they sum to one.
Further, LLL assumes that this local reconstruction matrix
Z also approximates the points in the projection space:
e
X ≈ XZ.
(2)
Now, the spectral embedding problem (1) takes a form
eA
eX
e T ) s.t. X
eB
eX
e T = I,
min e tr (X
X

with L × L reduced affinity matrices
e = ZLZT ,
e = ZDZT .
A
B

(3)
(4)

This problem has the same form as the original problem
e and
(1), but defined on a smaller-size reduced affinities A
e
B. LLL basically solves a smaller embedding problem for
the landmarks using smaller reduced affinities that incorporate
the structure of the original affinity. After the landmarks
are projected, the rest of the points can be found using
e and B
e do not have the same
reconstruction (2). Notice, that A
form as the original matrices L and D. For example, A may
or may not have a form of graph Laplacian, B may not be
diagonal – those matrices just approximate L and D.
The cost of LLL is based on four parts: computing Z
e and B
e are O(cKZ N ), where c depends
is O(N DKZ2 ); A
on the sparsity of W; K eigenvectors takes O(KL2 ); and
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segmentation and is restricted to data defined on an image
grid. It approximates a dense affinity matrix as a weighted
sum of affinities connected at different scales, which allows
faster computation. Maire and Yu [21] combine both multiscale and multi-grid techniques together. These algorithms
are specialized for data having a form of an image grid
and may not apply to unstructured, high-dimensional data.
In comparison to the proposed LLL-based algorithm, they
do not benefit from savings when having to solve multiple
SC problems on the same dataset but with different affinities
(as in affinity aggregation or model selection over the affinity
parameters). In addition, these methods are far more complex
to implement than Nyström or LLL, and require several user
parameters that are nontrivial to set (e.g. scale splits and their
weights in multi-split SC or initial kernel size, coarse schedule
for multi-grid methods).
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Fig. 1. Left: 20 runs of k-means initialized at random (red), with LLL (green)
and with k-means++ (blue). Right: k-means initialized with LLL landmarks
and 50 other subsets of L points.

the final projection (2) is O(LdN
 ). The total cost is
O (KZ c + Ld + DKZ2 )N + KL2 ) which is linear in N .
As one can see from the form of the approximation (3)
LLL requires feature vectors, but the majority of (spectral)
clustering applications do use features.
a) Accelerating the k-means clustering step: LLL approximation gives us the K-dimensional projections X of
the original data Y (using (2)). Next step is to run k-means
on X to obtain the final K clusters. This problem is nonconvex and, to avoid local optima, a common strategy is to
use multiple restarts with different initializations and pick the
result with the lowest error. We can speed up the k-means
step by capitalizing on the fact that the landmarks themselves
provide a reasonable clustering, and there are fewer landmarks
than points. Instead of running k-means for the whole dataset
m times, we run it just on the landmarks, pick the best solution
and feed its centroids as an initialization to k-means on the
entire data. Thus, k-means is run just once on the full problem,
but with an initialization that is much better than random. The
cost is O(mLK 2 + N K 2 ) and when L ≪ N the speed-up
over the O(mN K 2 ) of the naive k-means step is proportional
to m. Also, we can afford to run many restarts to increase the
chance of finding a good local optimum.
The idea of seeding for initialization of k-means is not
new [11], [30]. However, our approximation makes sense in
the context of LLL, since instead of the random sample of
points, our sample comes from the landmark location. Those
landmarks are acting as the reference points to the rest of
the data for the local linear reconstruction (2). Therefore, the
landmarks have more chance to be inside the cluster than on
its boundary.
Fig. 1 on the left shows the decrease of k-means objective
function for the clustering N = 787 200 points to 6 classes
using LLL (see motion segmentation example below). Red
curves correspond to randomly initialized restarts of full kmeans and a green curve is a single full k-mean initialized
from the best of m = 20 different restarts of k-means on
LLL landmarks. We also compare to the kmeans++ [2], which
picks centroids greedily one at a time so they are widely
separated. Overall it took 0.5 seconds to run k-means using
LLL landmarks and 5.3 seconds for a single run of a full kmeans. In comparison, 20 restarts of full k-means took 91.3
seconds. On the inset we can see that only one out of 20 runs
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Fig. 2. Left column: dataset Y with 5 landmarks selected far from the cluster
boundary (top row) and closer (bottom row). Right column: final eigenvectors
form LLL. The color of the points are the same if they share two nearest
landmark assignment.

of k-means converged to that solution. This means that using
smaller number of restarts m we could end up only with more
expensive, but also worse solution that using LLL landmarks.
In the right plot of fig. 1 we show k-means error using LLL
landmarks versus k-means using 50 different subsets of L
random points from Y. While LLL landmarks do not give
the best result among random subsets (see the inset), the error
is lower then most of the random subsets.
IV. I S L OCAL L INEARITY A G OOD A SSUMPTION FOR
C LUSTERING ?
Comparing to the original motivation of Vladymyrov and
Carreira-Perpiñán [35] that propose LLL to be used for manifold learning, the desired properties of SC in the projection
space are different. For clustering, we do not need to preserve
the manifold structure, but rather separate the points into
clusters. Let us consider the following ideal clustering situation
with SC. The eigenvectors are piecewise constant with same
values for points in each cluster. A clustering solution is also a
piecewise constant function. The approximate solution (from
LLL) for the landmarks’ eigenvectors is piecewise constant
as well, corresponding to the same clusters. The LLL outof-sample formula (2) is a linear combination of the nearest
landmarks’ eigenvector value. Then we have two cases: (1) if
the nearest landmarks to the test point are in the same cluster,
their eigenvectors values (“cluster labels”) are equal and (2)
will predict that same eigenvector value, which is correct. This
will happen with the test points in the “interior” of each cluster,
i.e. “nearly everywhere” if the cluster boundaries are narrow.
(2) if the nearest landmarks to the test point are not all in the
same cluster, their eigenvector values (“cluster labels”) are not
all equal and the formula will predict an “average” of those
values, giving more weight to the landmarks that are closer to
the test point. The resulting predicted eigenvector value will
be smoothed out, since it averages different labels. This will
happen with test points in the “boundary” between different
clusters. How narrow are the cluster boundaries depends on the
number of landmarks. The more landmarks, the narrower the
boundaries, since this is the region where points have nearest
neighboring landmarks from different clusters.
In fig. 2 we show the example of two cases above. The
dataset on the left consists of points along a line separated into
two clusters. Exact SC solves this problem given sufficiently
narrow bandwidth of the kernel, such that the points on the side

of one cluster won’t be affected by the points on the side of the
other. For LLL, there is one more constraint. If the test point
is reconstructed by landmarks from different clusters (such as
dark red points in the top plots) the target eigenvector will be
smoothed out. Good assignment (as the one on the bottom),
gives much better approximation.
We expect the a piecewise linear model of LLL to match
perfectly the piecewise constant clustering model except at
discontinuities (cluster boundaries). These points are difficult
for SC in the first place, i.e. their exact eigenvector value will
be less “pure” than at points in the interior of a cluster. LLL
might have troubles with small clusters, because they will get
fewer landmarks. However, SC tends not to produce small
clusters, since it approximates the Normalized Cut objective
function [28], which discourages this.
V. U SING M ORE C OMPLEX A FFINITIES
One of the important benefits of LLL is that it can use any
affinity matrix and with any explicit or implicit kernel that
generates it. Comparing to that, Nyström method requires well
defined data-independent kernel function that generates the
affinities [4], and, to our knowledge, was applied only to the
Gaussian kernel [32], [12]. Landmark Spectral Clustering [8]
is also not applicable because their approximation constructs
their own affinity matrix. Finally, the vector quantization
techniques (such as the algorithm of Yan et al [38]) also cannot
be easily applied for this problem, since the affinities are built
between the subset of points, while in this section we consider
specifically the affinities that involve the whole dataset.
Apart from expensive eigendecomposition that can be alleviated with LLL, the custom affinities involve large overhead in their computation, which can become a bottleneck
by itself. For each of those cases we investigate how the
structure of LLL can help the computation of the affinities
and propose custom algorithm that can reduce the cost of both
the computation of the affinities and the eigendecomposition.
Our analysis comes naturally given the structure of LLL and
does not involve additional approximations. Based on our
knowledge, the algorithms below have been never applied on
large matrices before. Slightly abusing the notation, in this
section we are going to call W the modified affinities of
currently described algorithm.
A. Constrained Spectral Clustering
In constrained spectral clustering (CSC) user additionally
provides must and cannot link constraints between some of the
data points. Lu and Carreira-Perpiñán [20] propose the algorithm for including this information inside the affinity matrix.
Original affinity information is assumed to be interpreted as
a covariance matrix of a zero-mean Gaussian process, which
acts as a prior on the labels. The pairwise constraints serve as
noisy observations. The modified affinities are then computed
using the Bayes’ rule as the posterior probability of the labels
given the pairwise constraints. The final expression for the
modified affinities:
W = (W−1 + M)−1 = W − W(I + MW)−1 MW, (5)
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the sliding window radius equals to 5. Experiments were repeated 5 times
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where M contains theconstraint information:
mi
ci

if i = j

ǫ2m + ǫ2c


− 1
(i, j) ∈ M
2
.
Mij = 1 ǫm

(i, j) ∈ C

ǫ2c



0
otherwise
Here mi and ci are the number of must- and cannot-links
respectively for point i, ǫm and ǫc are the importance of the
constraints with respect to the affinity (with ǫ → 0 implying
harder constraints).
The modified affinity W is able to capture constrains well
with two drawbacks: (1) computing the inverse in (5) scales
as O(N 3 ) and (2) W is much denser than W.
The first problem can be solved efficiently by reorganizing the points, such
 that the constrained ones appear first:
0
M = M1:2R
0
0 , where R is the number of constraints
and M1:2R
has
a size of at most 2R ×
 2R. Then, I +

M1:2R W1:2R +I1:2R M1:2R W2R+1:N
, where we split
MW =
0
I2R+1:N
T
B −1 =
W = (W1:2R
W
)
.
Now,
for
the
inverse:
(A
2R+1:N
0 I )

A−1 A−1 B . Thus, the only matrix to be inverted is a small
0
I
2R × 2R matrix A = M1:2R W1:2R + I1:2R , which is always
invertible due to the added identity.
The second problem makes things complicated. Adding
many constraints to the original affinity can make it much
denser than the original one, as a result of which not only the
subsequent eigendecomposition is much more complicated to
do, but even storing the matrix can be problematic. In fig. 3
we show how the sparsity level of W changes with respect
to two different variables: the sparsity of W and the number
of constrains R. For both cases the constrained affinity matrix
becomes dense very fast.
With LLL we can a huge benefit of computing the constrained affinity W without ever evaluating the original affinity
W, thus removing both of the problems above. Using (5) we
can expand the reduces affinities (4) as
ZLZT = ZDZT − ZWZT = Z diag (W1) ZT

− Z diag (WQW1))ZT − ZWZT + ZWQWZT ,

where Q = (I + MW)−1 M is N × N matrix, but only with
N × L nonzero rows (due to the sparsity of M). Therefore,
instead of computing L and then computing the reduced
affinity, we can precompute ZW in O(cN L), where c is the

In many situations using just a single affinity matrix built
on top of Euclidean distance features does not give satisfactory performance. A practitioner has to try many different features with many different parameters in order to
get good performance. Huang et al [15] propose an affinity
aggregation spectral clustering (AASC) that combines multiple
affinities in a single SC framework. For K affinity matrices W(1) , . . . , W(K) and the weighting coefficients v =
(v1 , . . . , vk ) the AASC minimizes the following:
minX,v XLXT , s.t. XDXT = I, vT 1 = 1,

(6)

where L
D − W and W is an aggregated affinity matrix
P=
K
2
(k)
W =
. To solve (6) the algorithm alternates
k=1 vk W
between minimizing over v and X. With respect to v, the
problem is a 1D root-finding problem that can be solved
with a few Newton iterations. With v fixed, the objective
function is a standard SC objective with affinity W. The
algorithm works well in combining affinity matrices resulting
from different features, however it is too expensive for large
problems, requiring an eigendecomposition of N × N matrix
for every iteration. In addition, the aggregate affinity matrix is
denser than the input affinities.
Similarly to the case above, we can use the structure of LLL
to solve the problems with dense affinity. The reduced affinity
(4) takes the form:
e = ZLZT = ZDZT − ZWZT
L
PK
PK
= Z ( k=1 vk2 W(k) 1) ZT − Z ( k=1 vk2 W(k) ) ZT
PK
PK
= k=1 vk2 ZD(k) ZT − k=1 vk2 ZW(k) ZT .
We can benefit from precomputing Z and reduced affinity
matrices ZW(k) ZT just once in the beginning. Then, each
iteration would just involve recomputing a weighted sum and
eigendecomposition of small L × L matrix.
VI. E XPERIMENTS
Here we are going to provide an extensive experimental
analysis on benefits of LLL for spectral clustering problem.
We are going to evaluate the algorithm for a classical settings
of image segmentation with Gaussian affinity matrix. Then
we will show how LLL can be useful for the problem of
model selection of hyper-parameters. After that we are going
to describe three different experiments with custom nonGaussian affinity matrices. In the end, we are going to show the
scalability of our approximation by applying it to the motion
segmentation problem with N = 787 200 data points.
All the algorithms in this paper use an affinity matrix as
an input. Since we cannot explicitly compute the full affinity
matrix, we can approximate it with a sparse N × N matrix
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Fig. 4. Image segmentation of 256 × 256 cameraman. Projection and clustering errors with respect to the number of landmarks and the runtime. Dashed
vertical black line represents the results of exact spectral clustering.
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computed e.g. with a neighborhood graph. Constructing such
a graph requires finding nearest neighbors for every point,
which is costly. However, for some cases this matrix can be
approximated using a domain knowledge. For example, for
image segmentation the features can represent color, intensity
or texture information, but also a spatial ordering (such as
the coordinates of the pixels). Thus, we can compute the

approximate nearest neighbors for each point using a sliding
window approach, where for each pixel we define its neighbors
as points that fall in a square window with a side r centered
at a given datapoint. We can get additional savings by using
similar approach to find nearest landmarks for LLL. Because
the number of closest landmarks KZ is quite low in practice
(we used KZ = K + 1, as in Vladymyrov and Carreira-
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Fig. 6. Model selection of the Gaussian affinities using exact spectral clustering and LLL approximation with different values of bandwidth σ and number
of nearest neighbors kW . First two plots show the classification error and last two show the runtime. Notice that the error pattern in very similar for exact
and LLL, but the runtime is an order of magnitude smaller.

Perpiñán [35]), chances are that the closest landmarks can
be found within the sliding window neighborhood of a given
point. For few points for which this is not the case, we retrieve
to computing the distance to all landmarks and truncate it to
achieve the KZ closest ones.
The solution of the spectral embedding (both exact and
approximate) results in K-dimensional projections matrix X
(on which k-means is run after the normalization). We characterize the error incurred by our algorithm in three different
ways. (1) Projection error between the unnormalized exact
e − Xk / kXk ,
and LLL eigenvectors, defined as kproc(X)
F
F
where we apply Procrustes alignment to remove the influence
of translations, rotations and scaling of the eigenvectors. (2)
Clustering error between final clusters of exact and LLL SC.
To align the clusters we used the Hungarian algorithm [5] and
report the fraction of misclassified points. (3) Classification
error (when ground truth is available). We report all errors as
% (0% – exact match, 100% – total mismatch). To compute the
eigendecomposition we used the MATLAB routine eigs().
All the experiments were performed on a single core machine.
A. Classical Spectral Clustering
We show the runtime, the proj. and clust. errors as number
of landmarks grow. We compared LLL with Nyström method,
Landmark Spectral Clustering (LSC; [8]), LELVM [6] and
KASP [38]. We applied the approximations to 256 × 256
cameraman grayscale image (N = 65 536, D = 3) 5
times with different number of randomly chosen landmarks
logarithmically spaced from L = 8 to L = N − 10. We used
sparse Gaussian affinities constructed using a sliding window
over the pixels with a side r = 40 (1 681 nearest neighbors for
each point) with σ = 20. In fig. 4 we show the results. Nyström
method gives poor performance for a L < 200 because the
affinity matrix has isolated points that are not connected to
any of the landmarks. As L grows, the error improves, but
slowly. LLL gives good performance for any L, with both
proj. and clust. error decreasing steadily and consistently with
the increase of L.
There are other ways to compute the error (angle between the subspaces
defined by the eigenvectors, NMI [31] etc.) We observed that the error that
they give is very similar to the one we use.

In fig. 5 we show the final clustering and the largest normalized eigenvectors of the exact clustering and LLL and Nyström
approximations that achieve 10% and 1% clustering error.
With respect to the exact algorithm, clustering performance
of LLL is visually identical for both clustering results and
eigenvectors, but with LLL being 30× faster.
B. Model Selection
As a preprocessing step, the spectral clustering algorithm
needs to compute the affinity matrix. It should be a good
representation of the underlying data, which requires careful
parameter selection. For example, for the Gaussian affinities,
it is crucial to find a good value of the bandwidth σ as
well as the number of neighbors kW that one wishes to
preserve. There is no universal rule that allows a user to pick
the best values for those parameters. Ng et al [24] simply
suggest choosing them by trying several values until satisfiable
result is achieved. Apart from that, couple of heuristic has
been proposed that can improve the results. Zelnik-Manor and
Perona [39] claim that the results can be improved by setting
bandwidth individually per each point of the dataset and
computing the Gaussian affinity between points yn and ym as
2
mk
). The paper suggests to use distance
wnm = exp(− kynσ−y
n σm
to k nearest neighbor to set individual σn , for n = 1, . . . , N .
Entropic affinities [14], [34] compute individual bandwidth for
each point, such that the perplexity, or the effective number
of neighbors, is equal to K.
While each of the methods above can result in a good
affinity matrix, they all depend on some parameter(s) that need
to be tuned (nearest neighbor, perplexity etc.). This can lead to
multiple restarts of the whole algorithms, which is expensive.
To reduce this cost, we can use LLL for spectral clustering
to perform the model selection. Because LLL uses complete
affinity matrix, its parameters are also shared between exact
method and LLL. Notice that it is not the case for the
subset methods (e.g. Nyström), that use smaller affinity matrix
which may require different parameter settings for the best
performance. The algorithm that we propose is as follows:
instead of running full exact spectral clustering several times
for different parameter values, we can first try them out
with LLL approximation. Then, the best parameters for LLL

will roughly correspond to the best parameters for the exact
spectral clustering.
In fig. 6 we show the search for the parameters of the
simple Gaussian affinities for 10 000 digits from MNIST. We
run exact spectral clustering and LLL approximation with
1000 landmarks using 20 different values for σ and kW
chosen on a logarithmic scale from 1 to 10 000. Left two
plots correspond to the classification error for the exact and
LLL spectral clustering respectively. Notice that the error has
similar pattern for both exact and approximate clustering.
Also, for kW = 1 exact clustering fails, because the affinity
matrix decouples into many disconnected components. LLL
reduced affinity matrix brings those components together again
and gives meaningful error. Right two plots show the runtime
of exact spectral clustering and LLL respectively with LLL
being more than 10× faster than the exact one (notice different
ranges of the color bar).
C. Constrained Spectral Clustering
We applied CSC to a problem of figure/ground segmentation
of an image from BSDS500 dataset [1]. To show the scalability, we tested the algorithm using the same image with 3
different sizes: 64×94 small, 160×240 medium and 321×481
large. We used the following bandwidths: σ = 8 for small,
σ = 20 for medium and σ = 40 for large image. In all
the cases, the sliding window size is equal to σ. We used
L = 730 landmarks for small image, L = 2 100 for medium
and L = 3 890 for large.
We first run the original SC that was able to separate
the flower from the background (see fig. 7 for the LLL
approximation of the large size image. Then, for the CSC we
introduced constraints that separate the petals from the center
of the flower (see green and red lines in fig. 7). Below we
show the runtimes for both exact and LLL approximations:
Image Size
Small
Medium
Large

SC
Exact
LLL
4.47
0.87
44
4.66
512.01 48.19

CSC
Exact
LLL
5.14
0.51
104.49 6.51
–
59.98

LLL gives 10× speed up with almost no compromise on the
quality (both proj. and reconst. errors are less then 1% for SC
and CSC). For large image exact method run out of memory
during the computation of W. In comparison, LLL was able
to handle large-scale input with no problem.
D. Affinity Aggregation for Spectral Clustering
We tested the algorithm on a subset of CMU-PIE [29],
where each point is a 64× 64 cropped image of the face in the
near frontal position (poses C05, C07, C09, C27, C29). We
had 11 368 points each with 4 096 dimensions that correspond
to 67 people. Following Huang et al [15], we used three types
of features: Local binary pattern (LBP; [26]) with uniform
LBP using 8 neighbors and radius of 1; Gabor texture [23]
with 40 filters generated for 5 scales and 8 orientations; and
eigenface [33] using top 90% eigenvectors.

All the affinities were computed with Gaussian kernel with
1 000 nearest neighbors. To chose the best bandwidth σ we
used LLL for the model selection (similar to the way we
describe above). We run LLL with L = 1 000 landmarks for
20 different values spaced logarithmically between 10 and 107 .
The best values were: 2.33 · 106 for LBP, 10 for Gabor filter
and 42 for the eigenfaces. Notice the scatter of final values.
Without LLL, it would be hard to predict those values by
random guessing.
In the table I we show the classification error and the runtime of the exact eigendecomposition and LLL approximation
using 5 different tries of 1 000 randomly chosen landmarks.
Using the affinity matrices individually, LLL performs almost
as well as exact method, but 10× faster. For AASC the
resulting error of LLL is also about the same as the exact
method, but 40× faster. In fig. 9 we show the classification
error decrease per iterations. LLL follows the exact method
closely with a very similar error.
E. Proximity Graph
Carreira-Perpiñán and Zemel [7] define affinity as an ensemble of multiple affinities constructed using minimum spanning
tree on a neighborhood graph perturbed with noise. Constructed this way, the affinities tend to be more robust to
shortcuts between distant parts of the manifold. In fig. 10 we
show the results of the image segmentation for the 512 × 512
grayscale image of the house using LLL for spectral clustering
with 3 000 landmarks and KZ = 5. We used a graph ensemble of 10 affinities constructed with MST with every point
perturbed using uniform random jitter with standard deviation
¯ where d¯ is a mean distance to the available neighbors
0.4d,
of that point. For comparison, we also show the results
of traditional Gaussian affinities (with bandwidth σ = 5).
Both affinities use a neighborhood graph defined with sliding
window with r = 10. Graph ensemble gives better results than
Gaussian affinities. In particular, sky, windows and shadow of
the house is better clustered using the former affinities.
F. Motion Segmentation
We also applied SC for motion segmentation in video.
We used a dataset of 41 video frames of a person walking
around a room. Each frame is represented as 120 × 160 RGB
image. Following [27], we used both spatial and temporal
features, with each datapoint given by six coordinates: two
for the location on the image plane, one for the number of
the frame and three for the color intensity. Overall this gives
N = 787 200 points in D = 6 dimensions. The neighborhood
graph can be easily defined by connecting points along both
spatial and temporal domain. For spatial, we used a sliding
window with a side r = 30. For temporal, we connected each
pixel with the same pixel and its adjacent pixels of the previous
and the next frames. It gives a neighborhood graph with 963
neighbors for each point. Then we build a Gaussian affinities
with bandwidth σ = 15 for each pair of neighbors. Overall, it
took 6.8 minutes to build this affinity matrix.
http://cmp.felk.cvut.cz/multicam/Demos/Students/BorrasJoan/
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Fig. 7. Figure/ground segmentation of a flower image using SC and CSC (see eq. (5))
TABLE I
C LUSTERING OF THE 11 368 FACES FROM CMU-PIE DATASET USING SEPARATE
FEATURES AND COMBINED FEATURES WITH EXACT SC AND LLL APPROXIMATION .
LLL IS AVERAGED OVER 10 RUNS WITH RANDOM SET OF 1 000 LANDMARKS .
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LBP
43
44 ± 1
78
8.15 ± 0.5
4 ± 0.8

Single affinities
Gabor filter
Eigenface
48
56
49 ± 2
56 ± 1
85
105
8.76 ± 0.7
8.23 ± 0.8
3±1
1 ± 0.5

Combined
AASC
39
39 ± 3
1 063
28.2 ± 2.1
3±2

Fig. 9. Classification error for AASC obj. function.
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Fig. 8. Spatio-temporal segmentation of 41 frame video with resolution 120×
160. We shows 3 frames from the original video. Rows shows the result of
clustering with LLL and Nyström methods applied on full or sparse affinities.

It took 3 minutes for LLL to find a solution with L = 5 000
randomly chosen landmarks with 1 minute spent on computing
the entries of Z and 1 minute to compute the reduce affinities
(4). Also, as we showed above (fig. 1), k-means with 20
restarts took 1.5 minutes which is comparable to the runtime
of LLL. We tried using larger number of landmarks, but the
results did not change much.
For Nyström we first tried using the same sparse affinities
as we did for LLL. However, with so few non-zeros, it is
impossible to cover the entire dataset even with thousands of
landmarks. We end up trying 10 000 landmarks before running
out of memory. Even for such graph we still got 35 singleton
points. We also applied Nyström that approximates full affini-

ties by computing the Gaussian kernel between all the point in
the subset. This requires computing eigendecomposition of full
L×L matrix and evaluating an out-of-sample kernel for N −L
non-landmark points, which are quite costly. For L = 3 000
these two steps already took more time than the runtime of
the LLL and the results were still not as good as LLL.
In fig. 8 we show two frames from the input and their
segmentation for LLL and Nyström. The clusters for LLL
correspond to the meaningful objects (e.g. floor, person, wall)
and are consistent from frame to frame. Interestingly, the pants
and the shirt of the person ended up in the same cluster, albeit
having very different colors. Nyström results are much worse.
Using the full affinities, it is possible to find some useful
clusters (e.g. person’s torso), but the rest do not represent any
good features. Nyström with sparse affinities does not show
almost any meaningful segmentation.
VII. D ISCUSSION
A further speedup not explored here is the use of multiprocessors. The basic operations required are: (1) the computation of the sparse affinity matrix (itself possibly involving constructing a nearest-neighbor graph and computing the
affinity values); (2) the computation of the weights Z; (3) the
construction of the reduced spectral problem (involving matrix
products); (4) the computation of the landmark eigenvectors;
(5) the out-of-sample extension of the eigenvectors to the full
data; (6) the random k-means restarts on the landmarks; and
(7) the final k-means on the entire data. Most of these steps
are easily parallelizable, in particular the more expensive ones
that involve the entire, O(N ), dataset.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Our contribution is to speed up the eigenproblem and kmeans steps of spectral clustering with small approximation

Original image

Graph ensemble affinities

Gaussian affinities

Fig. 10. Image segmentation of 512 × 512 house image (shown on the left) into four clusters using graph ensemble affinities from [7] (center plot) and
Gaussian affinities (right plot). Notice that the former segments the sky, the shadow in a separate cluster.

errors, both with kernel-based affinities and with more complex affinities used by variants of spectral clustering. In the
spectral problem, LLL provides two crucial advantages. 1) It
uses all the available affinity information in constructing the
landmark eigenproblem, but preserving the fast computation
properties of subsampling methods. Because fewer landmarks
are necessary, this makes it possible to achieve both smaller
error and runtime than with the Nyström method. 2) LLL does
not rely on an explicitly defined affinity kernel, unlike the the
Nyström method, so it applies to variants such as constrained
spectral clustering. In the k-means clustering, we run many
restarts on the landmarks at little overhead. This gives a good
initialization for k-means on the entire data, which then converges in very few iterations, considerably reducing the overall
runtime, and is more likely to find a good optimum.
Good results can be obtained for over 700K points in 10
minutes in a single processor. Since most of the required
operations are easily parallelizable, in particular the more expensive ones involving the entire data, this could enable the
application of spectral clustering to quite larger datasets.
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